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Abstract. Stream parallelism allows parallel programs to exploit the
potential of executing different parts of the computation on distinct in-
put data items. Stream parallelism can also exploit the concurrent eval-
uation of the same function on different input items. These techniques
are usually named “pipelining” and “farming out”. The P 3L language
includes two stream parallel skeletons: the Pipe and the Farm construc-
tors. The paper presents a methodology for efficient implementation of
the P 3L Pipe and Farm on a BSP computer. The methodology provides
a set of analytical models to predict the constructors performance using
the BSP cost model. Therefore a set of optimisation rules to decide the
optimal degree of parallelism and the optimal size for input tasks (grain)
are derived. A prototype has been validated on a Cluster of PC and on
a Cray T3D computer.

1 Introduction

Parallel computers can exploit an input stream to execute in parallel different
parts of code while data items flow through the PEs. Generally the optimisation
of a pipeline computation requires the programmer to deal with the bottleneck
problem (i.e. a stage is particularly slower than the others). The goal of such
a decomposition is to minimise the service time of the module, which is now
limited by the maximum of the stages service times, while the latency per item
is normally greater than in sequential monolithic versions. A different solution to
exploit the input stream arises when a function f can be computed, over a single
item, independently from the evaluation of the others. In this case computation
can be “farmed out” to a group of PEs (generally named “workers”). The goal of
farming the computation of the function is mainly to minimise the service time of
the module. Implementing a “farm” strategy charges programmers of decisions
as the degree of parallelism (i.e to decide the number of workers), the scheduling
policy to adopt and the size of the “task” to schedule. In this article we propose
a strategy to efficiently implement the two decomposition schemes presented
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above on a generic BSP computer [8, 6].The strategy is proposed with the goal
in mind of designing P 3L as a portable skeleton language [3, 1]. In particular
the paper provides a set of optimisation rules for a portable implementation of
the P 3L constructors Pipe and Farm.

2 P 3L and the BSP Computer

A suitable approach to reconcile performance and abstraction in parallel pro-
gramming is provided by the skeletons methodology [2, 4, 7]. In skeletal pro-
gramming the parallelism is introduced using a limited set of parallel patterns
which are automatically implemented by the support. The P 3L language allows
several parallel constructors to be composed and nested in order to write fully
structured parallel programs. The parallel constructors included by the language
are: Pipe, Farm, Loop, Map, Reduce, Scan and Comp.

The BSP computer is a parallel abstract machine [8] composed by: a set of
memory-processor couples, an interconnection structure, and a synchronisation
device A BSP computation is a sequence of so-called supersteps. Each superstep
includes three phases: local computation phase, a interprocessor communication
phase and a global synchronisation phase. In the BSP model the differences
between parallel machines are reflected by a small set of machine-dependent
parameters : p is the number of available processors; g∞ is the asymptotic com-
munication cost for very large messages expressed in time steps; N1/2 is the
size of the message that produces half the optimal bandwidth, in other words
g(N1/2) = 2g∞ and a message of size h can be routed in g(h) ∗ h time steps; l
number of time steps for barrier synchronisation; s is the number of time steps
per second. Assuming that W is the maximum number of operations executed by
one processor during the local computation phase and h is the maximum amount
of data moved by one processor in the interprocessor communication phase: the
cost of a superstep is given by Tsstep = W + g∞h(1 + N1/2

h ) + l. The issues for
efficient implementations of the BSP model have been addressed on several pa-
pers [6] and the framework has already been used to derive optimisation rules
for data parallel programs and data parallel skeletons [5, 9].

3 Implementing P 3L Pipe on the BSP Computer

A cost-efficient implementation for the Pipe constructor is derived using the
following variables: the inter-arrival time (per item) is Te; a set of functions
fi : Ti −→ Ti+1; the size of Ti is di; the time to compute fi is ti A simple scheme
to implement a pipeline on a BSP computer exploits a double buffering technique
which implies that during each superstep each PE performs three operations: a)
computing the function on the previously received item; b) receiving the next
input item; c) sending the result to the next stage. The service time of Pipe
using tasks of k items is T pipe

serv (k) = Max(kTe, T
stag
serv (k)), where:

T stag
serv (k) = Max[0<i<z−1]T

i
serv(k) (1)
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T i
serv(k) = (tik + l + g∞k(di + di+1) + 2g∞N1/2) (2)

Since balance between the external time and service times of the stages is con-
venient we propose two optimisation strategies:

– adjusting the grain: the value k of the number of items per task can be
tuned. Assuming that T = Max[0<i<z−1](ti + g∞(di + di+1) we consider the
two cases: T < Te and T ≥ Te. In the first case the value of k balancing the
service time of the Pipe with the interarrival time is given by: k = l+2g∞N1/2

Te−T
In the second case the value k = 1 makes the service time of the Pipe
minimal.

– merging fast stages : this technique provides an implementation which uses
less resources of the starting one and which has the same service time. We
can apply this technique when ∃j : S(j) + S(j + 1) < Max[0<j<z−1]S(i)
where: S(i) = fi + g∞(di + di+1). Under this assumption we can merge the
stage j and j + 1 of the pipe in a sequential stage which does not increase
the service time.

4 Implementing P 3L Farm on the BSP Computer

Assuming that the interarrival time of the input stream is Te and the time to
compute f on a single item is tf . In the case tf >> Te and f cannot be further
decomposed we can attempt to speed-up our computation using a farming tech-
nique. The template proposed uses a synchronous pipeline scheme of three types
of processes: emitter, workers (n) and collector. The service times of emitter-
collector and workers per item are:

T em−col
serv (n, k) = 2g∞d0 +

g∞N1/2

k
+

g∞N1/2 + l

nk
(3)

T work
serv (n, k) =

2g∞d0 + tf
n

+
2g∞N1/2 + l

nk
(4)

The service time in Eq. 3 introduces two optimisation cases, when: 2g∞d0 ≤ Te

both the Eq. 3-4 can be decreased to the interarrival time Te choosing a couple
of values: (n̂, k̂) such that be P the property:

P(n, k) ≡ T em
serv(n, k) < Te & T work

serv (n, k) < Te (5)

Then P (n̂, k̂) and: ∀(n, k) 6= (n̂, k̂)P(n, k) ⇒ n > n̂ From Eq. 3-4 using a
practical optimisation rule:

n̂ = Max(|
g∞N1/2

(Te − 2g∞d0) + g∞N1/2
|, |2g∞d0 + tf

Te
|+ 1) (6)

k̂ = Max(1, |
2g∞N1/2 + l

Te
|) (7)
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When: 2g∞d0 > Te we use a different rule to compute a value of k giving an
approximation of the minimum for Eq 3 such that: T em

serv < (2g∞d0)(1+1/prec).
The precision parameter prec can be tuned as a compiling option.

k̂ =
prec(g∞N1/2 + l)

2g∞d0
(8)

Fixed the value of k̂ we can derive n̂:

n̂ =
prec(2g∞d0 + tf + 2g∞d0)

(prec + 1)2(g∞d0)
≈ 1 + |4g∞d0 + tf

2g∞d0
| (9)

5 Experiments

The optimisation rules of Section 4 have been tested on two different parallel
architectures: a Cluster of 10 PC with PentiumII 266 Mhz processors running
Linux connected by a 100Mbit Fast Ethernet technology (Backus), and a Cray
T3D with 512 Alpha processors with clock rate of 150 Mhz connected by a three
dimensional torus having a 300 Mbyte/s bandwidth per link. A group of tests
have been executed using the C+BSP-lib and using a stream of items (C-type:
double). The predictions of the model prove to be accurate and we see that the
values choosen by the model for n̂ and k̂ are extremely close to the optimal ones.
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Fig. 1. Predicted and Measured times: Test Backus

6 Conclusions and Related Works

A methodology for an optimised implementation of Stream Parallelism on a
BSP computer has been proposed and validated. The model provides accuracy
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Fig. 2. Predicted and Measured times: Test T3D

enough to automatically decide the degree of parallelism and grain of data. This
work also shows how a skeleton languages like the P 3L can be implemented
achieving both performance and portability. The methodology together with
other recent works [9, 5] is a further step towards the design of a complete
compiling technology having as its first goal the performance portability.
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